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Abstract
Nintendo has been a fixture of the video game community since the debut of its original
entertainment system (NES) in 1985. For over 30 years, the company has seen great
success thanks in part to their characters evolving into iconic brands, including Mario,
Zelda, Donkey Kong and more. However, in the last decade plus, Nintendo’s popularity has
been challenged by Sony and Microsoft, who seem to have tailored their latest home
console offerings to more “serious” gamers with Nintendo focused on appealing to the
casual gamer. Its previous console, the Wii U, sold only 13.5 million units in its four-year
lifespan, the lowest selling in the company’s history (APPENDIX A). While their home
console offerings have not been able to match its success within the handheld console
market (Game Boy, DS, 3DS), it still has not deterred Nintendo’s fan base’s anticipation for
the release of the company’s newest console, the Nintendo Switch. Given the very
lukewarm success the Wii U had, I wanted to take a look at one of Nintendo’s fan
communities and understand why they remain so adamant about the brand. I analyze what
makes them such a close group of gamers where they don’t seem to care as much about the
company’s standing alongside Sony and Microsoft, so long as the company remains
authentic to its gaming legacy.
Background
I begin by learning more about the new Switch console and some of the prominent features
that Nintendo is actively promoting to the public. The Switch appears to take the most
popular features of the Wii, the Wii U and handheld console models to create a gaming
experience like no other (APPENDIX B). Impressively, as Nintendo describes on their
website, the accompanying portable tablet is powerful enough for players to take it
anywhere they want and continue their games with no interruptions. This technology
allows games to experience a home-console, HD quality game from a handheld
environment, something the marketplace has been clamoring for in recent years. Once on
the go, the Switch’s controller can detach from the tablet to allow multiple players from
wherever users want to play. The “Joy-Con” controllers each have the same buttons for
equal play between both players, utilizing the motion controls and HD-rumble that the
company successfully incorporated from the original Wii console. Each controller can also
be used by one player in each hand using motion or combined with a peripheral into a
more traditional gaming controller.
It appears that Nintendo is trying to incorporate what has made them successful in the
industry, i.e. the motion controls from the original Wii, portable gaming through technology
that allows users to play home-console quality games without a TV and providing HD
gaming to a fan base that did experience this with the Wii U. The Nintendo Switch is the
result of the company listening to fans and incorporating what has made it special in this
last decade.

Nintendo fans are known to be some of the most passionate within the video game
industry. Competing fan bases have referred to them as “sheep” because of their cult-like
believe and use of Nintendo products. The company has understood the importance of
their fans from its beginning, reaching out to them through the Nintendo Power magazine,
an in-house publication that was sent to Nintendo Fun Club members. The magazine’s
content evolved over time to include features on game strategy, reviews/previews, tips,
cheats, assessing rumors and other fan services to promote their appreciation of users. At
the beginning of the Internet age, the company then introduced the NSider Forums website
as an online branch to Nintendo Power subscribers. This is an example of a company
creating an open forum, with plentiful sections devoted to specific games and brands, and
then passing control to their passionate fans. However, the forum was discontinued in
2007, replaced by a sole IT forum site. With the cancellation, Nintendo decided to
encourage fans to create their own forums and pages, to ensure its many fans would still
have a place to go and interact with fellow Nintendo gamers.
Finding a Forum
According to Nintendo’s Wikia website, there are 34 active, listed Nintendo
websites/forums for fans to interact (APPENDIX C). As I began to follow each of these sites
and reading the forum topics being discussed, it became apparent that NintendoLife was
the perfect example of thriving brand community. Not only is the website filled with a
thriving Forum section, but is complimented with feature articles, news stories, game
reviews/videos, along with “Talking Point” opinion pieces that are designed to start a
conversation in the comments section. In addition, the forum features an area for Nintendo
users who were experiencing problems with products, including the Switch at launch, and
posted their issues looking for advice from other users. NintendoLife’s online community is
exactly what the brand intended its fans to create when it moved away from the NSider
forums.
Let us take a look at why…
Analysis – Is it a Brand Community?
First, I looked to confirm whether NintendoLife could be considered a brand community.
The website appears to be specialized solely for the Nintendo brand, with every piece of
media tied to a company offering. Hierarchies of forum users are noted through users’
profile pages, which feature the number of Nintendo games owned, individual reviews of
the games, the amount of forum discussions and comments they have posted on, and social
media contact information and more. As with many brand communities, NintendoLife
functions through the Internet-only and seems to have no major interest for in-person
meetings. However, the website does not view itself only as a central “meeting place” for
Nintendo fans to share their thoughts on the brand. There is a deeper sense of camaraderie
among the site’s users, who appear to understand that they are viewed as the minority of
video gamers. The users appear encouraged to share their thoughts and feelings about the
company, in a setting that focuses on an optimistic tone. Many users are proud to have
chosen Nintendo as their gaming brand of choice, while also understanding the company’s
current position behind Sony and Microsoft.

The variety of forum topics is very impressive (APPENDIX D), including users discussing
ways to build Nintendo back up in the overall marketplace and how the company could
gain some market share against the top two brands respectively. Individual commenters
use the forum as a way to inquire about problems they are having with their Nintendo
system without having to go to a repair store, even some so specific that users will name
the type of television model the user is having an issue with, i.e. “Weird Issue With
Samsung KS8000 TV”. Forum visitors also use NintendoLife for advice, such as whether a
particular game is worth purchasing or even whether “the Wii U [is] still worth it in 2017”.
After reviewing numerous posts, what surfaces is a feeling that these fans have such a
strong bond that they want to help other Nintendo users, almost compelled through a need
to “stick together” as they believe the brand can rise to the top of the industry once again.
But camaraderie alone does not make a brand community. According to the principles
outlined by authors O’Guinn and Muniz, there are three primary markers of a brand
community - Consciousness of Kind; Rituals and Traditions; Moral Obligation. The moral
obligation portion is discussed in the paragraph above, as this is one of the primary reasons
why NintendoLife stood out from the rest of the brand’s forums across the web. Users of
this website have a better understanding that in order for users to continue interacting
with the site, they need to act as “brand ambassadors” and assist new Nintendo consumers,
i.e. purchasers of the Switch, in using the product and welcoming them to the Nintendo
community.
Consciousness of kind is a little more difficult to describe within NintendoLife users, but
you do not have to look far to get a sense of the connection these Nintendo fans have with
the brand. Just through taking a look at the top commented discussions on the NintendoLife
forum and you see what they have in common… The top brand/game names under the
Nintendo Umbrella. Smash Bros, Legend of Zelda, Mario, Mario Kart, Starfox, Donkey Kong,
Pikmin, Fire Emblem (APPENDIX E). These are just some of the franchises that brought
Nintendo to the top of the industry, with some having made an impact in American culture
as a whole. Many gamers’ tastes change over time, going from brand to brand, home to
portable systems, etc. looking to appease their ever-evolving gaming desires. However,
these are the devoted fans that have been with the company from the early days of the NES
and 64 consoles. These fans are not concerned with Nintendo’s competitors, even
shrugging off the idea of the so-called “Console War”. Many threads centered on this topic
do not receive many comments as users quickly post how stupid the discussion is and that
it does not matter to them. Forum users do not seem as concerned with Nintendo selling
the most consoles, but developing an experience consistent with offerings from the 80s-90s
that made the company iconic. To them, the “war” is against those who do not understand
that Nintendo is not trying to directly compete with Sony and Microsoft.
The last of the three markers, Rituals and Traditions, is very important when we discuss
Nintendo’s mark on American culture. Its NES console revitalized the industry after the
“North American video game crash of 1983”. It released the first ever portable console in
1989 with the Game Boy. The Nintendo 64 brought 3D gameplay to levels no player had
considered were possible for the period. The Wii was the first of its kind to utilize motionsensitive gameplay as the standard for a gaming console. In short, something each of the

NintendoLife users has in common is that they share an experience with one of these
innovations that brought them into the Nintendo fold. The website offers users a way to
reminisce about their histories with the brand through its “Retro” discussion board, which
includes a wide variety of topics from “Your Favorite [Games] that No One Else Played” to
users asking for problem-solving advice when using their old consoles, “N64 suddenly
shuts off and restarts…” Not only are users openly sharing some of their favorite gaming
memories from this era, but are still knowledgeable enough to help those that have not
updated their gaming habits or were not satisfied with just reminiscing in chat rooms.
Long-standing Loyalty
This point, along with the others above, confirm that Nintendo fans are extremely longterm, in that they have been users of the brand for multiple console life-cycles. Nintendo
managers seemed to understand that as far back as the Wii’s life cycle. Beginning in 2007,
the company announced the Virtual Console (VC) feature, where games from previous
Nintendo consoles would be made available to Wii owners after having been converted to
be playable through Wii’s hardware. The feature has been viewed as a great success for the
company, allowing the company to earn more revenue on a game no longer being
produced, but also as a way for Nintendo fans to teach a new generation of players about
the games that made them fall in love with the brand in the first place. The Virtual Console
continues to form its own legacy, having been expanded through the Wii U and being
developed for the Switch later this year, but also through Nintendo’s portable gaming
history with a VC for its Nintendo 3DS.
Such a tactic brings to mind the Barilla case study and what happens when a company
opens a platform to allow its consumers to submit their ideas to the management team. The
first ideas implemented from Barilla’s “In The Mill I Wish For” initiative were bringing back
previous product offerings because many fans of the brand associate these former products
with their childhood. Fans of Nintendo have similar sentiment towards their favorite games
as they were growing up and the company seemed to recognize this by introducing the VC
feature. Company managers did a great job of understanding their fans’ desire to continue
playing games from previous consoles, since this was not possible because Nintendo had
used game cartridges over discs until its 2001-02 Gamecube console. As a result, fans
viewed such a feature as Nintendo remaining true and authentic to their company
statement, by not only providing the highest quality gaming products, “but to treat every
customer with attention, consideration and respect”. This is a great example of a company
being open to the ideas from their consumers, while not compromising on the potential for
innovation within the industry.
Another observation was that this sense of community between the NintendoLife users is
their alternative to the competing online communities of PlayStation Plus and XBOX Live.
Both services were developed to allow users to play with their friends within the same
game, along with the option to play with and/or against each other. This level of
connectivity and ability to choose players you wanted to play with was a service Nintendo
was missing through its Wii and Wii U’s life cycles. This is also a primary reason for the
company falling behind Sony and XBOX. Nintendo was the first video game company to
introduce such connectivity between multiple users, through their Game Boy systems.

However, the company did not adapt this in the same way that Sony and Microsoft did,
continuing to rely on only local connectivity and adding the number of controllers that can
be connected to a single console. This will change in the fall of 2017, when the Nintendo
Switch introduces an online service similar to XBOX Live and PlayStation Plus, featuring the
ability to “invite friends to play online, set play appointments, and chat with friends during
online matches” through a smartphone app.
However, I observe that NintendoLife’s forums were a way for Nintendo fans to connect,
chat and compete with one another. Forum topics found include the exchange of favorite
characters, comparing records set to top other users and even short videos of gameplay so
users can see who has the best techniques for completing a game. Such features are a staple
to Sony and Microsoft’s online services, so these forums are an example of fans creating a
place to utilize these features on their own without having to update their gaming loyalty.
Closing Discussion
The gaming industry is beginning a time of transition and innovation, with motion controls
becoming a common occurrence; realism and stories are lauded with praise over gameplay;
and virtual reality adding an innovative wrinkle for game developers. Nintendo’s answer to
this innovation was to produce a console that incorporated many of the features that made
it successful in previous offerings, while also not forgetting its beloved fan base, like
NintendoLife users. That is clear from the reviews of The Legend of Zelda: Breath of Wind,
the Nintendo-developed game sold alongside the launch of the Nintendo Switch, which has
received masterful scores from all kinds of news sources (APPENDIX F).
Nintendo’s practices confirm that even without hosting an online community as plentiful as
their Sony and Microsoft competitors, it realized that their true fans would come together
through creating websites and forums like NintendoLife. Observing this forum gave me a
sense of how committed Nintendo fans are to the brand and to each other, bringing their
own form authenticity that many “hardcore gamers” do not experience when they go from
console to console, looking for gaming experiences. While the brand may be in third place
within the “console war” landscape, it does not appear to deter those fans from supporting
Nintendo. The release of the Switch console appears no different.
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